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(Tokyo, January 23) Boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) is a technique in which p‐
boronophenylalanine (BPA) is transferred to cancer cells, and the boron in it undergoes
nuclear fission reaction upon irradiation of thermal neutrons, releasing high energy
particles that kill the cells. However, current technology allows only a short timeframe of
BPA in the cell. Scientists at Tokyo Institute of Technology (Tokyo Tech), Kyoto University,
and Innovation Center of NanoMedicine (iCONM) improved upon current BNCT by
combining BPA with poly(vinyl alcohol) to produce the PVA‐BPA complex, which has a
longer cell retention time, enhancing the cancer‐killing potential of BNCT.
The growing knowledge about cancer biology has enhanced the development of many
therapeutic strategies that involve selective targeting and killing of cancer cells. One such
therapeutic option is boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT), a radiotherapy process
involving transferring boron into cancer cells, and exposing it to neutron particles, causing it
to undergo nuclear fission, which kills the cancer cells. If we can ensure that boron is
present only in cancer cells, we can specifically destroy only cancer cells, without harming
the normal cells of the body.
Scientists first discovered the way to induce this “selective uptake” using p‐
boronophenylalanine (BPA). BPA is a boron‐containing compound with a phenylalanine
structure. One of the factors that distinguishes cancer cells from normal cells is an
overabundance of special structures called “LAT1 amino acid transporters”, which recognize
and allow the transport of phenylalanine into the cell. So, when BPA is present outside
cancer cells, these transporters on the cell‐surface allow it to enter cancer cells, permitting
successful BNCT. BPA has long been considered the best drug available for BNCT.
However, BPA has a drawback; once BPA levels increase within the cancer cells, it is expelled
back out via an “antiport” mechanism, making it challenging for BNCT to be effective in
some cases. Thus, patients are required to receive a continuous infusion of BPA for 30–60
minutes, to maintain the necessary amount in the cells for the reaction to be successful.
This also leaves the door open for human errors, such as the possibility of dislodging the
needle during the process.
To overcome these drawbacks, scientists at Tokyo Tech, Kyoto University and iCONM led by
Prof. Nobuhiro Nishiyama decided to explore other means of retaining boron inside cancer

cells for longer periods. “We assumed,” Prof. Nishiyama states, “that modulating the
presence of BPA inside the cell will ensure that they are not sent back out via their antiport
mechanism.”
To examine this, they mixed a compound called poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) and BPA together,
to form a PVA‐BPA complex, and observed the internalization of this compound in cancer
cells. They found that the addition of PVA did not affect the phenylalanine structure of BPA,
allowing the LAT1 transporters to recognize the PVA‐BPA complex. However, as this
complex was too large to pass through the transporters, the LAT1 transporters instead
engulfed the complex in organelles called endosomes and transported them into the cells.
Since BPA was now safely located in endosomes, the cancer cell was not able to push it out
immediately by the antiport mechanism. This ensured that boron remains in cells for a long
enough time for the cancer cells to be effectively killed. This method was also tested in
animal models, and anti‐cancer activities of BNCT were found to be enhanced.
Addition of PVA thus presents an extremely simple solution to boost the therapeutic
potential of BPA. “This technique is effortless,” notes Prof. Nishiyama, “and offers a novel
approach for drug delivery, focusing on the metabolic elimination processes of drugs. We
will advance research on the PVA‐BPA complex for clinical trials in cooperation with STELLA
PHARMA CORPORATION who has conducted BPA clinical trials.”
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About Tokyo Institute of Technology
Tokyo Institute of Technology stands at the forefront of research and higher education as
the leading university for science and technology in Japan. Tokyo Tech researchers excel in a
variety of fields, such as material science, biology, computer science and physics. Founded in
1881, Tokyo Tech has grown to host 10,000 undergraduate and graduate students who
become principled leaders of their fields and some of the most sought‐after scientists and
engineers at top companies. Embodying the Japanese philosophy of “monotsukuri,”
meaning technical ingenuity and innovation, the Tokyo Tech community strives to make
significant contributions to society through high‐impact research.
Website: https://www.titech.ac.jp/english/
About Kyoto University
Kyoto University is one of Japan and Asia's premier research institutions, founded in 1897 and
responsible for producing numerous Nobel laureates and winners of other prestigious
international prizes. A broad curriculum across the arts and sciences at both undergraduate
and graduate levels is complemented by numerous research centers, as well as facilities and
offices around Japan and the world. For more information, please see: http://www.kyoto‐
u.ac.jp/en
About Innovation Center of NanoMedicine (iCONM)
Innovation Center of NanoMedicine (iCONM) is a leading facility building an innovation hub
for life science at King SkyFront in Kawasaki. iCONM started the operation in April 2015 with
Kawasaki Institute of Industry Promotion as the business entity. Researchers from various
universities and companies in Japan and overseas aiming to realize a smart life care society
gathered together in the open innovation environment for efficient collaboration by
academia, industry and government for creating very unique ideas.
https://iconm.kawasaki‐net.ne.jp/

About STELLA PHARMA CORPORATION
Stella Pharma is committed to implementing its corporate mission to “shed new light on
medical practice worldwide to save every irreplaceable life” as a principle of our corporate
philosophy. To realize this corporate philosophy, we have been working to deliver BNCT to
the market as a new treatment for incurable cancer since the founding of the corporation.
For more information, please refer to the website: https://stella‐pharma.co.jp/

